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Submitted by Editor on Nov 11th 2014
Currently my I-140 is approved and now for the I-485 I need to present date of birth certificate.
Problem is that DOB on certificate is correct and on all other documents including school,
college, and passport and in all US records it is in correct. It started with wrong DOB in 10th
certificate which was used in college, passport and finally all US documents. Now I went
through all the channels and found the ways to change in passport and in all US documents.
Question is what legal problems I should be prepared for and how it impacts my US records
once it is changed. I am in US for last 7 years. I need to take decision on this as if it is worth
doing it or just go back to India and may be forget about GC for this time. Really appreciate
you taking out time for this kind of questions. Really appreciate you taking out time for this
kind of questions.
ANSWER:

FAQ: Discrepancies In Date Of Birth Information
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FAQ Transcript

First of all you don't need to leave USA and go away and the question regarding should I forget about Green Card?
No, not at all. What you do is when you file I-140/I-485 make sure you mention your correct date of birth. Try to get y
Have we done this in the past? Yes we have. Have we had the problems? Little bit.
We have to make sure that government understands it what the reason is and that we are just not being cute and try
So, yes you do need your correct date of birth and because the documents for immigration in the United States are a

Note: This is a verbatim transcript of the referenced audio/video media delivered as oral
communication, and, therefore, may not conform to written grammatical or syntactical form.
Nonimmigrant Visas:
H Visa [3]
Green Card:
Employment Based Green Cards [4]
Form I-140 [5]
Form I-485 [6]
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Unless the context shows otherwise, all answers here were provided by Rajiv [7]
and were compiled and reported by our editorial team from comments and blog on
immigration.com [8]
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